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1. Introduction

Companies that have achieved a certain level of knowledge growth are able 
to capitalize on the knowledge to improve their results (Tiwana, 2002). Enter-
prises can obtain their competitive advantages by acquiring useful knowledge. 
The knowledge acquisition process can take place both in the context of the 
internal relationships of the firms and of the external relationships with custom-
ers, suppliers, and competitors. Dyer and Singh (1998) suggested that external 
knowledge acquisition becomes critical for firms, and Nonaka (1994) formulated 
that this is important in value creation for firms. Moreover, Yli-Renko et al. (2001) 
stated, that external knowledge acquisition provides opportunities for creating 
new knowledge in firms. 

Due to the opinion that knowledge is a key strategic resource, enterprises 
strive to develop a maximum amount of knowledge in order to improve the suc-
cess of their business strategy implementation (Drucker, 1993; Bhatt et al., 2005). 

This study adapted the concept of knowledge management to analyze which 
external knowledge acquired in a manufacturing company could contribute most 
to the achievement of the set strategic goals. Generally speaking, knowledge can 
be classified either as tacit or explicit knowledge, and information technology 
(IT) is essentially regarded as a natural medium for managing knowledge (Borg-
hoff and Pareschi, 1997; Lev, 2009). External knowledge acquisition refers to the 
degree of obtaining both external explicit knowledge (such as work reports and 
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official documents from business partners) and external tacit knowledge (such 
as experiences, ideas, and expertise from the employees of business partners).

Tacit knowledge is not easily codified or articulated (Nonaka, 1994), and 
explicit knowledge is easily expressed and communicated in the form of written 
documents (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Tacit knowledge is more indistinct stickier 
than explicit knowledge (Von Hippel, 1994). Moreover, Reychav and Weisberg 
(2009) suggested that explicit and tacit knowledge have different economic values. 

The proposed research model (which was based on data gathered from 119 
Polish manufacturing companies) can enable management staff to analyze the 
progress of strategy realization over time as the effects of the types of knowledge 
that is acquired in a company. In this study, the effect of knowledge acquisition 
in a manufacturing company is investigated via simulation of a model using the 
Group Method of Data Handling.

This paper provides an empirical analysis of the roles of the types of knowledge 
acquisition for the implementation of business strategies. The aim of this paper 
is to empirically test these theoretical arguments in a common empirical setting. 
The analysis in the paper shows that some kind of knowledge acquisition seems 
to play a superior role in the implementation of business strategies. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a theoretical background 
of the study; Section 3 presents the dataset and methodology followed in the 
empirical analysis; Section 4 presents the main findings of the paper; Section 5 
summarizes and concludes.

2. Theoretical background

According to Karlsson and Johansson (2006), knowledge is classified as scien-
tific knowledge, technological knowledge, and entrepreneurial knowledge. I argue 
with Edvinsson (1997) and Lee et al. (2005) that non-financial measures (such 
as customers) have become increasingly important for company development. 
Cotora (2007) suggest that it needs to identify the relationships and conversion 
processes among knowledge and situations, competencies, and partnerships in 
the companies and their business partners for improving the success of business 
strategy implementation. Leonard-Barton (1995) stated that a company’s growth 
is possible by absorbing knowledge from another enterprises. Firms must absorb 
and transform external knowledge into their own knowledge according to em-
ployee experiences, values, and cultures (Cockburn and Henderson, 1998). I argue 
with Su et al. (2006) that external knowledge can be defined as knowledge about 
business partners, including product, customer, supplier, industry, operations, 
and competitor knowledge. 
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It is interesting to explore the role of external knowledge in manufactur-
ing companies. Firms are capable of acquiring relevant knowledge, both tacit 
and explicit. Spender suggests that tacit knowledge is referred to as unar-
ticulated, implicit, uncodifiable, or procedural knowledge (Spender, 1994). 
Explicit knowledge is the specific knowledge that can be formalized, recorded, 
or codified. This type of knowledge tends to be found in books, manuals, 
files, or databases. Explicit knowledge is generally viewed as knowledge that 
has been made explicit via a documentation process. I argue with Chin et al. 
(2011) that tacit knowledge typically contributes more value to the organiza-
tion when compared to explicit knowledge, but I try to formulate how external 
knowledge acquisition (both tacit and explicit) improves the implementation 
of a business strategy.

The major contribution of this study is that it proposes the exploitation of the 
potentially useful acquisition of external knowledge that can efficiently provide 
users the necessary support in the process of business strategy implementation 
in a manufacturing company.

I adopted the acquisition of measuring knowledge of the organization from 
Maula et al. (2003). I suggest the following types of external knowledge in the 
company:

External explicit knowledge about: 

– shareholder’s finance (F),
– shareholder’s IT (IT),
– shareholder’s technical resources and infrastructure (TRI),
– shareholder’s human resources (HR).

External tacit knowledge about: 

– shareholder’s core competencies (CC),
– shareholder’s products and services (PS),
– shareholder’s technology (T),
– shareholder’s market share (MS),
– shareholder’s customers (C),
– shareholder’s development strategy (DS).

An effective implementation of business strategies should integrate a com-
pany’s structure, human resources and company policy (Bolman and Deal, 2003). 
The implementation of a strategic process is defined as complete when the ex-
pected results in companies have been at least 70% achieved after a period time 
of five years after adopting a document that details a strategic plan.

As presented in Figure 1, the research model posits (from the preceding 
argument) that both tacit and explicit external knowledge acquisition in Polish 
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manufacturing enterprises will have an influence on the implementation of busi-
ness strategies.

The aim of this study is to explore the impact of defined types of the know-
ledge that is acquired upon the implementation of business strategies in Polish 
manufacturing enterprises.

The acquisition of external explicit  
knowledge in a manufacturing company:

KAEEn = {Fn,ITn ,TRIn, HRn}; Fnϵ <1;5>; 

ITnϵ<1;5>; TRInϵ <1;5>; HRnϵ <1;5>

The acquisition of external tacit  
knowledge in a manufacturing company:
KAETm = {CCm, PSm ,Tm, MSm; Cm, DSm};  

CCmϵ <1;5>; PSmϵ <1;5>; Tmϵ <1;5>;  

MSmϵ <1;5>; Cmϵ <1;5>; DSmϵ <1;5>

A model for the implementation of business strategies in Polish manufacturing enter-
prises using the Group Method of Data Handling:

ST = A + BKAn + CKAm + DKAn
2 + EKAm

2
 + FKAnKAm, where:

BSI – implementation of business strategies in Polish manufacturing enter-
prises

KAn, KAm – indicators which describe the importance of the acquisition of 
external explicit and tacit knowledge in a manufacturing company;  
KAnϵ <1;5> KAmϵ <1;5>

A, B, C, D, E, F – estimators

Knowledge acquisition via books, manuals, files, or databases about business  
partners and from employees of business partners

Decision support model for selecting the types of knowledge, which should be  
acquired for the success of the implementation of business strategies  

in Polish manufacturing enterprises.

Figure 1. A research model
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3. Research model

In order to facilitate the Group Method of Data Handling of the defined 
model, the process of the implementation of strategies (ST) is represented by 
a set of indicators, noted as:

 

ST

ST

ST

STn
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1

2

...
, where n ϵ N

In this definition, STi is the i-th ST, and also included in the matrix are indica-
tors that describe the process of the implementation of strategies in each of the 
119 Polish manufacturing companies examined in this study. 

Each STi is associated with indicators that describe the types of external 
knowledge acquisition. A matrix KA is provided to show the relationship between 
external knowledge acquisition in a manufacturing company and the outcome of 
realized business strategies. 

Therefore, external explicit and tacit knowledge acquisition in a manufactur-
ing company provides a set of indicators, noted as:

 KA
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where n,  m ϵ N and
F – shareholder’s finance; 
IT – shareholder’s IT; 
TRI – shareholder’s technical resources and infrastructure; 
HR – shareholder’s human resources; 
CC – shareholder’s core competencies, 
PS – shareholder’s products and services, 
T – shareholder’s technology; 
MS – shareholder’s market share; 
C – shareholder’s customers; 
DS – shareholder’s development strategy. 

In this definition, Fi, ITi ,TRIi, HRi ,CCi, PSi ,Ti, MSi, Ci, and DSi are the i-th KA, 
and they are indicators that describe the importance of knowledge acquisition in 
each of the 119 Polish manufacturing companies.
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A model for selecting the types of knowledge that should be acquired for 
the success of the implementation of business strategies in Polish manufacturing 
enterprises was built using the Group Method of Data Handling. The multilevel 
GMDH allows for an optimized synthesis of a mathematical model for a given 
class of regression functions, and it can be used in both evaluating criteria and 
quality assessment (Farlow, 1984), (Patalas-Maliszewska, 2013). Both elements 
of the algorithm are arbitrarily defined by the author. In this study, the elements 
are defined as: 

– the importance of the types of knowledge that should be acquired for the 
success of the implementation of business strategies in each of the 119 Polish 
manufacturing companies involved in the study;

– a statement of the completion of the process of implementing a strategy. 

4. Decision support model for the implementation  
of business strategies  
in Polish manufacturing enterprises  
using the Group Method of Data Handling

Before the survey was carried out, the respondents were asked if they were able 
to describe and state if the process of the implementation of a strategy is complete 
or not. The level of completion of the process of implementing a business strategy 
was described as the expected results from the realization of a business strategy in 
a company has been at least 70% achieved after a period of time of five years from 
the adoption of the strategy (1 point – if you agree / 0 points if you do not agree).

When employees who collaborate with each other within a manufacturing 
company and its business partners receive useful external knowledge, they feel 
more motivated to realize a business strategy. The factors relating to the impor-
tance of acquiring external tacit knowledge in a manufacturing company were 
based on feedback surveys and their sources are listed here:

An importance of acquiring external tacit knowledge: The degree of contact 
between employees by which one employee can help to transform the knowledge 
and skills of another (Lin, 2007) and may facilitate the realization of a business 
strategy: 

– KAET-factor1: I receive know-how gained from working with colleagues from 
my business partners infrequently;

– KAET-factor2: I receive know-how gained from working with colleagues from 
my business partners rarely frequently;
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– KAET-factor3: I receive know-how gained from working with colleagues from 
my business partners marginally frequently;

– KAET-factor4: I receive know-how gained from working with colleagues from 
my business partners frequently;

– KAET-factor5: I receive know-how gained from working with colleagues from 
my business partners quite frequently.

The importance of acquiring external explicit knowledge: the degree, that 
knowledge about business partners is easily expressed and communicated in the 
form of written documents (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) and may facilitate the 
realization of a business strategy: 

– KAEE-factor1: I receive knowledge in the form of written documents from 
working with colleagues from my business partners infrequently.

– KAEE-factor2: I receive knowledge in the form of written documents from 
working with colleagues from my business partners rarely frequently.

– KAEE-factor3: I receive knowledge in the form of written documents from 
working with colleagues from my business partners marginally frequently.

– KAEE-factor4: I receive knowledge in the form of written documents from 
working with colleagues from my business partners frequently.

– KAEE-factor5: I receive knowledge in the form of written documents from 
working with colleagues from my business partners quite frequently.

The data for this study was collected from 119 Polish manufacturing compa-
nies between January and September of 2014 (see Table 1).

Table 1

Profile of companies and respondents

Manufacturing companies

Items Frequency (N = 119)

industry 88 (74%)

construction 16 (13%)

others 15 (13%)

Department of the company in which 
the respondent works

management 95 (80%)

sales and marketing 24 (20%)

This study presents the possibility of defining a decision support model 
for selecting the types of knowledge that should be acquired for the success of 
implementing business strategies in Polish manufacturing enterprises. Finding 
a forecast value for the statement of completing the process of implementing 
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a strategy (as expressed by the defined types of external knowledge acquisition) 
is part of the decision-making model. 

The data was received from 119 Polish manufacturing companies, and the 
variations of the GMDH algorithms (Fig. 2) (Farlow, 1984) were investigated in 
the author’s Consulting IT computer software system (Patalas-Maliszewska, 2013). 

Figure 2. GMDH usage in the Consulting IT computer software system
Source: Own elaboration

As a result, the best-possible polynomial was obtained (the algorithm evolu-
tion process was completed on the second iteration): a decision-support model 
for selecting the types of knowledge that should be acquired for the success of 
implementing business strategies in Polish manufacturing enterprises:

 ST PS T PS T PS T= − − + + + ×25 95 48 20 9 04 31 74 2 87 0 392 2. . . . . .

where:
ST – the statement of completing the process of implementing a strategy;
PS – the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge about 

shareholder products and services that should be acquired for the success 
of implementing business strategies in each of the 119 Polish manufactur-
ing companies involved in the study;

T – the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge about 
shareholder technology that should be acquired for the success of imple-
menting business strategies in each of the 119 Polish manufacturing com-
panies involved in the study.

The results of this study validate the existence of a direct effect on the imple-
mentation of business strategies in Polish manufacturing enterprises in the context 
of the acquisition of external tacit knowledge about business partners, especially 
knowledge about shareholder products, services, and technology. 
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The results show that the acquisition of external tacit knowledge about part-
ners has an infl uence on the completion of processing the implementation of 
a strategy. However, it is very interesting to note that if a worker within a Polish 
manufacturing company transfers knowledge about his/her products, services, 
and technology, this facilitates the completion of the process of implementing 
a strategy in the manufacturing company.

So, by using the proposed ST model, it is possible to forecast the comple-
tion of the process of implementing a strategy in a manufacturing company 
(as presented in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Decision support model for the implementation of business strategies in 
Polish manufacturing enterprises using the Group Method of Data Handling

Thus, in this manufacturing company, is it possible to assess the signifi cance 
of acquiring tacit external knowledge by defi ning a fi ve-point scale. According to 
the formulated model, the estimated values of completing the process of imple-
menting a strategy in a manufacturing company are:

The importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit  knowledge about shareholder 
products and services estimated from 1 to 5 points in a manufacturing company
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Decision support model for selecting the types of knowledge that 
should be acquired for the success of implementing business strategies

in Polish manufacturing enterprises 

the importance of the type 
of knowledge: external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder 
technology estimated as 1 point 
in a manufacturing company

the importance of the type 
of knowledge: external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder 
technology estimated as 2 points 
in a manufacturing company

the importance of the type 
of knowledge: external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder 
technology estimated as 3 points 
in a manufacturing company

the importance of the type 
of knowledge: external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder 
technology estimated as 4 points 
in a manufacturing company

the importance of the type 
of knowledge: external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder 
technology estimated as 5 points 
in a manufacturing company
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– 3.71 if the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge 
about shareholder products and services (which should be acquired is as-
sessed by 1 point) and the importance of the type of knowledge: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder technology (which should be acquired 
by 1 point);

– 3.67 if the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge 
about shareholder products and services (which should be acquired is as-
sessed by 1 point) and the importance of the type of knowledge: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder technology (which should be acquired 
by 2 points);

– 9.37 if the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge 
about shareholder products and services (which should be acquired is as-
sessed by 1 point) and the importance of the type of knowledge: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder technology (which should be acquired 
by 3 points);

– 20.81 if the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge 
about shareholder products and services (which should be acquired is as-
sessed by 1 point) and the importance of the type of knowledge: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder technology (which should be acquired 
by 4 points);

– 37.99 if the importance of the type of knowledge: external tacit knowledge 
about shareholder products and services (which should be acquired is as-
sessed by 1 point) and the importance of the type of knowledge: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder technology (which should be acquired 
by 5 points).

Consequently, if both types of knowledge that should be acquired: external 
tacit knowledge about shareholder products and services as well as external tacit 
knowledge about shareholder technology are equally important by 5 points, then 
the value of the outcome of a realized business strategy is defined as 614.75. 
So, the highest values of the outcome of a realized business strategy in a manu-
facturing company can be achieved if the importance of the acquisition external 
tacit knowledge is very high (5 points).

So, it is clearly noted that the acquisition of tacit external knowledge has 
a positive impact on the achievement of strategic objectives. On the other hand, 
if the importance of external tacit knowledge acquisition in a manufacturing 
company is higher, then the chance of completing the process of implementing 
a strategy in a manufacturing company is higher as well. 

This study was motivated by the actual needs of managers of Polish manu-
facturing companies who have a strong desire to implement a business strategy. 
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A theoretical model was developed and tested; however, it was evident that 
external tacit knowledge acquisition can play a critical role in completing the 
implementation of business strategies.

5. Conclusions

The results of this study demonstrate the positive effect of the acquisition of ex-
ternal tacit knowledge in a manufacturing company on the achievement of a strate-
gy. The results were based on research data gathered from 119 Polish manufacturing 
companies. I believe that the results point out the obvious; namely, in most cases, 
the acquisition of external tacit knowledge about a partner’s products, services, and 
technology can improve the process of implementing business strategies in firms 
that cooperate with each other. This study suggests that the acquisition of external 
tacit knowledge in a manufacturing company may be an effective way to achieve 
strategic results. However, it is hoped that the findings will be valuable for future 
research on the subject of knowledge acquisition of manufacturing companies.
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